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ABSTRACT 

Globalisation is a phenomenon that has brought many international companies and 

franchises to India. These companies have steadily overthrown a lot of small local businesses and 

have taken over the Indian market. The study on the above mentioned topic deals with the plight 

of small businesses due to the aggressive marketing of big brands. It can be said without a doubt 

that global companies have an upper hand in the market when compared to local businesses due 

to their brand names and skilful marketing. The research focuses on the diminishing rate of 

demand for local products and increasing preference of consumers towards high-end brands and 

compares the marketing tactics used by global franchises to that of the regional businesses. This 

paper discusses the various issues small firms face while undertaking the process of marketing 

their products or services and aims to come up with feasible ideas to be on a par with global 

franchises. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Every business, regardless of its nature, is required to undertake certain activities other than the 

processes of producing/assembling, manufacturing and selling. One of the most important functions that 

can help a business to ascend the summit of success is marketing. Marketing is the process of getting 

consumers interested in your company’s product or service through various methods such as advertising, 

branding etc. Marketing strategies are subjective and hence differ from business to business. As a 

developing nation, our choices are rapidly moving towards comfort and luxury goods. Adding on to this 

shift is the massive phenomenon of liberalization and globalisation which has given rise to big brands, 

versatility and also variety in goods and services. These colossal businesses, may it be national or 

international, have a great influence on the buying decisions of consumers through their aggressive yet 

creative marketing strategies and have overpowered the small scale businesses in the market. Many small 

scale businesses are struggling to survive in the market due to low profit margin, declining customer base, 

cut throat competition etc. Small scale businesses are pushed in competition with big brands in the 

market and it has proven out to be a battle which it could neither win nor withstand.  
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Small businesses are in a position where they are not being to attract their very own customer 

base while big brands are adorned with the attention and interest of regular shoppers and especially the 

younger generation. When big brands have enticed customers all over the world and have a good market 

standing on a global level, it is important for us to focus on what these small scale businesses lack to 

attract customers. It also important to focus on the measures that could be taken to improve small scale 

businesses in India regardless of the limited resources and come up with solutions and suggestions for 

improvisation in their marketing strategies. 

It is necessary for us to know and understand the marketing strategies of these big brands in 

order to realise what smaller businesses lack in their strategies and recognise where these small businesses 

lag behind. 

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The following are the papers related to the subject of this research paper and they have contributed in the 

background study required. 

Understanding marketing innovativeness in Asia: a research agenda 

 Ibrahim Abosag, David Ross Brennan 

 Asian Business and Management  

 This study elaborates about the growing need to focus on marketing innovations in order to 

achieve a competitive advantage in the global market. Even though this study is based on a 

macro-level research, it addresses the issue lingering in the small businesses all throughout Asia. 

Strategies for enhancing small business owners 

 Susan Turner, Al Enders 

 International journal of applied management and technology 

 This study describes how small businesses are striving for mere survival in USA even though 

they’re the employers of 48% of the private sector employees there. The study also provided 

marketing strategies such as customer networking websites for customer satisfaction and 

retention. 

 This study proves that the situation of small businesses does not differ much regardless of the 

nation it is situated in. 

2.1 Objectives 

 To bring awareness about the dire state of many small businesses which are directly completing 

with large businesses having influential brand names.  

 To analyse the simple yet powerful marketing strategies of big brands. 

 To understand where small scale businesses lag behind in their marketing activities. 

 To come up with potential solutions to improve the competency of small scale businesses with 

respect to their marketing strategies.  

2.2 Type of data 

In order to reach the given objectives, primary data was collected through a survey and personal 

interviews.  

 A survey was conducted among 50 consumers/shoppers. 

 Few owners and managers of relatively small businesses were interviewed. 

2.3 Limitations 

 The survey was limited to just one region. 

 Inability of store owners to elaborate their statements in depth due to time constraints. 

 Limited to a micro-level. 
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III. RESEARCH 

3.1 Research 1 

A survey was conducted among 50 shoppers where they were given a multiple choice 

questionnaire of 3 questions to understand their preferences. Here are the results: 

We asked 50 shoppers if they preferred 50% discount in a brand outlet, 50% discount in a general outlet 

or none. The following was the response: 

Table showing what kind of offers attracts customers the most: 

Table 1 

The offer which attracts 
consumers the most 

PARTICULARS No. of 
consumers 

50% OFF in a brand 
outlet 

32 

50% OFF in a general 
outlet 

10 

none of the above 
offers attract them 

8 

  Total  50 

 

 Figure 1 

 
 

Analysis 

50 people were asked whether they preferred 50% discount in a brand outlet, 50% discount in a 

general store or none. 32 people preferred discount in a brand outlet whereas only 10 people opted for 

the discounts in general outlets and 8 people opted for none. 

Inference 

In table 1.0, we can observe that 64% of shoppers prefer 50% discount in a brand outlet instead 

of the same discount in a general store even though the latter is more affordable, whereas only 20% of 

the people preferred 50% discount in a general outlet and 16% were uninterested in both. 

We asked 50 shoppers which brand names attracts them the most with the options Allen Solly, 

Vittal’s, Pothi’s and Khadi Bhandar. The response was as follows: 

Table showing which brand name attracts shoppers the most: 
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Table 2 

Which brand name attracts 
shoppers the most 

Particulars 
Number of 
customers 

Allen Solly 35 

Vittal's 2 

Pothi's 6 

Khadi 
Bhandar 

7 

Total 50 

Figure 2 

 
Analysis 

 When 50 people were asked which brand name attracts them the most out of Allen Solly, 

Vittal's, Pothi's or Khadi Bhandar, 35 of the people’s answer was Allen Solly, whereas 2 people preferred 

Vittal’s, 6 people opted for Pothi’s and Khadi Bhandar had 7 people opting for it. 

Inference 

In table 1.1, we can observe that 70% of consumers prefer fancy brand names like Allen Solly 

(which is actually an Indian brand) instead of the equally matched counterparts, which were preferred by a 

4%, 12% and 14% people respectively. 

We asked 50 people which food joint they preferred out of Burger King, Hari super sandwich, 

Bharjari oota or none. Here’s the response: 

Table showing preferred food joint of customers: 

Table 3 

Preferred food joint of customers 

Burger King 17 

Hari Super sandwich 11 

Bharjari Oota (UD) 13 

None of the above 9 

Total 50 
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Figure 3 

 
Analysis 

  When 50 people were asked whether they preferred to eat in Burger King, Hari super sandwich, 

Bharjari oota or none of those, 17 people opted for Burger King while 11 people opted for Hari super 

sandwich , 13 opted for Bharjari oota and 9 preferred none. 

Inference 

In table 1.2, we can observe that majority of the customers prefer food joints with a famous 

brand name instead of the relatively affordable counterparts where Bharjari oota even offers attractive 

prices for unlimited meals.   

But here we can also observe that the affinity towards big brands is relatively less in food joints and 

eateries when compared to the others. 

With reference to the tables and figures above, we inferred that 

 The offers and discounts are one of the major marketing strategies used by big brands in order to 

attract the shoppers. 

 Big Brands use exotic names in order to appear more promising and sophisticated. Example: 

Allen Solly by Madura fashions – a company under Aditya Birla group. 

 Multi-national brands make use of their global fame in order to attract consumers. 

3.2 Research 2 

5 small business owners were interviewed by us and were asked about the marketing strategies 

adopted by them to compete with the big brands. Shockingly, neither of the interviewed businesses even 

considered themselves on a par with the big brand businesses nor they have undertaken any marketing 

strategies or promotional activities in order to attract more customers.  

Some also stated that they were satisfied with the meagre profit margin and do not think of expanding 

their business. 

Table 4 

Small scale business owners when asked about the marketing tactics they use 

Stores Way of promotions Offers and discounts Customer base 

Store 1 None None Regular customers 

Store 2  Display of mannequins Occasional to regulars Regular customers 

Store 3 None None Regular customers 

Store 4  None None Regular customers 

Store 5 Display Sometimes Fluctuating 
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Analysis 

 In table 2.0 , we can see that none of the 5 stores have any customer attracting promotions other than 

Store 2 and Store 5 who are solely dependent on their display for promotions. We can also observe that 3 

out of 5 stores do not put up any major offers or discounts. 4 out of 5 stores highly rely on regular 

customers and their word of mouth promotions while store 5 has a fluctuating customer base. 

3.3 Based on the interview and it’s analysis, we inferred that 

 The promotional activities of small businesses is very less or almost none when compared to the 

big brand businesses. 

 High reliability on regular customers and their word of mouth promotions. 

 Occasional offers and discounts are rare. 

 Low profit margin 

IV. FINDINGS 

 Majority of the customers prefer big brands over their small scale counterparts regardless of the 

discounts available in both the stores. 

 Majority of the customers prefer fancy brand names. 

 Small businesses are highly dependent on their regular, loyal customer base and most of them do 

not undertake actions to increase their customers. 

 Small businesses have a low profit margin due to which most of them cannot afford high priced 

mass media advertisements. 

V. SUGGESTIONS 

 Social media marketing- As small businesses have a low profit margin to afford mass media 

advertising, they could promote their products through various social media sites and have more 

people get to know about their products or services. 

 Feasible promotional activities- Promotional activities such as distribution of pamphlets or 

brochures to the shoppers around. 

 Value added services- Businesses can perform services like alteration or modification of the 

product. 

 Creativity: Creative promotions such as themed or colour co-ordinated displays, “outfit of the 

day” or “today’s special” placards will surely attract customers. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Small businesses are as important to a nation’s growth as the big brand businesses. The number of 

small scale businesses is too high to be ignored, hence as consumers we must all give our support to small 

businesses and pay heed to the quality and affordability rather than brand names and their popularity. 

 


